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 Assessment Objective 1: 20% 
1. Create and develop ideas to communicate meaning for theatrical 

performance. 
Contribute, Direct, Respond, Understanding 

Assessment Objective 2: 30% 
2. Apply theatrical skills to realise artistic intentions in live performance. 

 Character, Voice, Focus, Techniques, Others, Style  

Assessment Objective 3/4: (30%/20%) 
3. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how drama and theatre is 

developed and performed. 
4. Analyse and evaluate their own work and the work of others. 

QWC – Quality of Written Communication 

F1 

 C - I am able to work with others but easily go off task I join my group to rehearse/ perform, but say and do very little  I can sporadically identify any theatrical skills used, and I only respond when 
prompted by the teacher. 

QWC. I can recall the skills used in my work. I cannot give any examples from 

a piece of practical work to support my answers. 

F2 

 C - I am sometimes able to listen to other student’s ideas but at times can be 

distracted   

 C - My character is undeveloped using basic / limited NVC  

 V- I took part in a performance but saying a few words 

 I don’t use vocals or with limited vocal expression 

 I can identify some of the basic theatrical skills used, but I only respond 

when prompted by the teacher. 

 QWC. I can recall the skills used in my work. I can give simple examples from 

a piece of practical work to support my answers occasionally.. 

F3 

 C - I am able to listen to others but lack confidence to contribute ideas 

 R – I respond when prompted by the teacher 

 C - I can perform a simple character with some body language but 

infrequently  
 V - I am able to project my voice sometimes/ but infrequently  

 F – my focus can be distracted  

 T - I sometime explore different styles/ techniques but with significant 

infrequently 

 I can respond on a basic level, making comments that reference basic 

theatrical skills,  but only when prompted by the teacher. 
 QWC – I can list the theatrical skills used in live performance and explain 

what they mean. I can give simple examples from a piece of practical work to 

support my answer. 

1 

 C - I am able to work, listen and contribute ideas, but this is not always 

sustained.  
 D – I take direction well but often let others take a lead during rehearsals 

 R – I can respond to a stimulus with simple ideas 

 U – I have a simple understanding of how my ideas communicate meaning, 

when prompted by the teacher 

 C - I can/ attempt perform a simple character with small/ simple interactions 

with other performers and/or the audience  
 V- I am able to project my voice for short periods  

 F - My focus is not always sustained or often improvised 

 T - I am aware of different performance techniques and can be a part of 

using them in a small/limited way 

 1+ I create a character with some body language & facial expression for 

short periods.  

 I generally perform using my voice effectively for short periods 

 I explore different styles/ techniques with some small success 

 I can make simple comments on the successful and unsuccessful aspects of 

individual characters and scenes  
 I am beginning to evaluate my own strengths and areas for development as a 

performer 

 QWC – My written analysis is simple and often unclear with simple examples 

from the piece of practical work (own/peer/professional work). My examples 

are not clearly chosen for any reason. 

2 

 C - I am able to contribute basic ideas but with minimal detail.  

 D - I can direct basic ideas for simple characters  

 R – I can respond to a stimulus with basic ideas 

 U – I have a basic understanding of how my ideas communicate meaning 

without being prompted by the teacher 

 C- I can perform/show a basic understanding of character in performance 

(including NVC, mannerisms, levels etc) 
 V- I can use basic vocal expression  

 F - My focus is sometimes sustained or improvised 

 T - I can sustain basic techniques  for moments during short performances 

 O - My communication with others performers and/or the audience is evident 

but not sustained 

 2+ I can perform a basic interesting role sustained  for a few minutes, using 

NVC, mannerisms & characteristics 
 I use some basic movement skills  

 I use my voice effectively, developing use of pitch and/or tone to show 

emotion for a few minutes. 

 I explore different styles/ techniques with some success 

 I can evaluate performance skills in a basic way 

 I can evaluate character/role in a basic way 

 I can comment on my own contribution to the final performance in a basic 

way 
 QWC – My written analysis is basic and occasionally uses some basic 

examples from the piece of practical work (own/peer/professional work), but 

these often lack detail and do not always support my comments. 

3 

 C - I am able to contribute appropriate ideas, and make some attempt to 

extendng the ideas of others 

 D – I can direct ideas for a range of appropriate characters 

 R - I can respond to a stimulus with a range of appropriate ideas  

 U – I have an understanding of how to develop and refine appropriate ideas 

throughout the rehearsal process and understand how they communicate 
meaning 

 CV - I can perform a role, having made some  appropriate character decisions 

(NVC, mannerisms, levels & vocal expression) 

 F - My focus is mostly sustained  

 T - I can use some appropriate performance techniques when performing 

forsome  longer periods of time 
 O - I interact appropriatly with other performers and/or audience for some 

longer periods of time 

 S - I have some appropriate ability to perform using a specific style/genre 

 3+ I create an appropriate  character with imaginative use of NVC and vocal 

expression. The character is sustained for a longer performance displaying a 

variety of techniques, interactions and styles 

 I can evaluate performance work and give some examples of successful and 

unsuccessful elements of a performance 

 I can evaluate character/role and comment on individual interpretation in a 

final performance 
 I can make some valid comments about my contribution and the groups final 

performance 

 QWC – My written analysis is appropriate, with some appropriate examples 

from the piece of practical work (own/peer/professional work), to support my 

comments.  

  



 

 

4 

 C – I am able to contribute a fair/reasonable range of ideas and make a 

sustained attempt to develop them using some imagination  

 D – I can direct ideas using a fair/reasonable range of rehearsal techniques 

linked to the appropriate characters/genres 
 R – I can respond to a stimulus with a range of fair/reasonable ideas 

 U – I have an understanding of how to develop and refine appropriate ideas 

throughout the rehearsal process and I am beginning to understand how 

different drama techniques can work together to communicate meaning  

 CV - I can perform a fair/reasonable interpretation of my characterisation (s) 

largely consistently for extended periods 

 F - My focus is sustained  

 T - I can use a fair/reasonable application of performing skills and techniques  

 OS - I can perform and interact with other performers and/or the audience 

sensitively (or to suit the chosen style)  
 4+ I consistently use interesting/ effective use of NVC and vocal expression 

to create a character to a good level.  

 I use well crafted characterisation for the style (e.g. for term1 Y9 - The 

acting style is consistently exaggerated. There is an effective use of 
synchronised movement, pace etc.) 

 Focus & character are sustained throughout a longer/ extended piece.  

 There is a reasonable distinction between the characters and styles and 

techniques  

 I can sustain an audience’s interest throughout most of the performance  

 My analysis and evaluation is reasonable and includes comments about 

performance skills and the successful and unsuccessful aspects of a 

performance 
 My analysis and evaluation of character/role is reasonable and comments on 

the interpretation of character’s/role 

 I can comment reasonably well on my individual contributions and the groups 

final performance 
 QWC – My written analysis is reasonably clear with some clear examples from 

the practical work (own/peer/professional work), to support my comments.  

5 

 C – I am able to contribute ideas that are good and imaginative. My 

individual contributions are relevant throughout the creating and rehearsal 
process and I can give some support to others. 

 D – I can direct ideas using a good level of focus to show character and/or 

intentions 
 R – I can respond to a stimulus with a range of good and imaginative ideas 

 U – I have a good understanding of how to develop and refine my ideas, 

drawing on a range of appropriate techniques and practitioners to 

communicate meaning  

 CV - I can perform an engaging role to a good standard with a consistent 

character(s) (thoughtful decision including all relevant NVC, vocal expression 
and movement)  

 F - My focus is sustained and engaging  

 T - I can explore a wide range of skills/ techniques to a good level  

 O - I can interact successfully/ to a good level with other performers on stage 

 S - I can sustain the audience’s interest in my chosen style throughout an 

extended  performance 
 5+ I consistently use confident skills / effective/ imaginative use of NVC and 

vocal expression to a high/ excellent-  level. 

 I use good+/ well crafted characterisation to suit the style of perfromance.  

 Focus & character are sustained throughout an extended piece.  

 There is a clear distinction between the characters and styles producing 

powerful moment at times.  

 My analysis is detailed, and I can evaluate performance skills including 

successful and unsuccessful aspects of the performance 
 I can evaluate a character/role and the interpretation of this in detail 

 I can analyse and evaluate my contribution to a final performance and 

comment in detail of the impact of a performance 

 I can provide multiple examples to support my comments 

 QWC – My written analysis shows some good level of detail, with clear and 

detailed examples from the piece of practical work (own/peer/professional 
work), to support my comments. I am able to occasionally comment on the 

impact these chocies have on the audience. 

6 

 C- I am able to contribute ideas that are consistently imaginative and are 

creatively developed. My individual contributions are pertinent throughout the 
creating and rehearsal process, giving support to others. 

 D – I can direct ideas using an excellent level of sustained focus to develop 

character and/or intentions using some complex techniques 
 R – I can respond to a stimulus with a range of imaginative and engaging 

ideas 

 U – I have a good/excellent understanding of how to develop and refine my 

ideas, drawing on a range of appropriate techniques, practitioners and 

style/genres to communicate meaning 

 CV - I can perform and sustain an imaginative and engaging character for 

extended pieces  
 F - My focus is used effectively for dramatic effect 

 T - I can perform to a good/excellent standard using a range of performance 

techniques to develop a skilled character/ piece  (e.g. thoughtful decision 

including all relevant NVC, vocal expression etc)   
 O - I show good awareness/ interact with others (performers, ensemble and 

audience) sensitively (or to suit the chosen style) 

 S - I can apply with ease appropriate performance techniques specific to the 

genre and/or practitioner traits 

 6+ Artistic intention are achieved. 

 My analysis is good and detailed, and I can evaluate performance skills 

including successful and unsuccessful aspects of the performance 
 I can evaluate a character/role and the interpretation of this in detail 

 I can analyse and evaluate my contribution to a final performance and 

comment in detail about the impact of a performance 

 QWC –My written analysis shows good+/excellent level of detail, clear and 

detailed examples from the piece of practice work (own/peer/professional 
work), and occasionally linking different elements together,  to support my 

comments. I am able to occasionally comment on the impact these chocies 

have on the audience.  

7 

 C - I am able to contribute excellent ideas that are consistently imaginative 

and are creatively developed. My individual contributions are significant 
throughout the creating and rehearsal process, leading and listening to others 

 D – I can direct ideas using an excellent/high level of sustained focus and 

confidence to develop character and/or intentions using a range of complex 

techniques 
 R – I can respond to a stimulus with an excellent/high quality range of 

imaginative and engaging ideas that shape a performance 

 U – I have an excellent/high level understanding of how to develop and 

refine my ideas, drawing on a wide range of appropriate techniques, 
practitioners and style/genres to communicate meaning and some 

symbolism, using technical theatre to enhance my performance 

 CV - I display and sustain excellent+/ high characterisaiton skills (including 

NVC & Vocal expression)  
 F - My focus enhances the piece  

 T - I am adapt in using a variety of drama techniques to enhance my 

performance and engage the audience  

 O - I effectively respond to other performers, ensemble and audience  

 S - I consistently demonstrate understanding of performance techniques 

specific to the genre and/or practitioner traits 
 7+Artistic intention are fully achieved.  

 Skills are deployed precisely in a highly effective way 

 I am able to do all of the above to an excellent level and continue to develop 

my performances showing determination and independence. 

 My analytical and evaluation skills are excellent and provide multiple 

examples successful and unsuccessful elements of the performance 
 My evaluation and analysis of character/role and the interpretation of these is 

in detail and is perceptive 

 A perceptive and detailed final analysis and evaluation of my individual 

contribution and the overall final performance 

 QWC – My written analysis shows an excellent level of detail, with considered 
and detailed examples from the piece of practical work 

(own/peer/professional work), and linking different elements together, to 

support my comments. I am able to comment on the impact these chocies 
have on the audience. 

  



 

 

8 

 C - I am able to contribute outstanding ideas that are highly imaginative and 

developed to a constistnetly high level. My individual contributions are 

significant throughout the creating and rehearsal process, leading and 
listening to others 

 D – I can direct ideas at a consistently outstanding level maintaining focus 

and confidence to implement  a range of complex techniques autonomously 
throughout the rehearsal process 

 R – I can respond to a stimulus with a consistenly outstanding range of 

imaginative and engaging ideas that shape a performance 

 U – I have a consistently outstanding understanding of how to develop and 

refine my ideas, drawing on a wide range of complex and diverse techniques, 
practitioners and style/genres to communicate meaning and symbolism 

throughout, using technical theatre to enhance my performance 

 CV - I consistently perform outstanding characterisation skills / developed 

pieces of  drama which is sustained 

 F - My character interpretation and focus is fully coherent, consistent and 

successful 
 T - I consistently apply relevant aspects of the practitioner/genre/ technique/ 

style to both my character(s) and the performance 

 O - I consistently engage/ interact sensitively (or as apporpraite) with other 

performers, ensemble and successfully realise the artistic intentions of the 
piece 

 S - My contribution is significant, highly sensitive and sustains the audience’s 

intention throughout in the chosen style/ styles  

 My analytical and evaluation skills are outstanding and I can comment on the 

effects of the successful and unsuccessful aspects of performance 

 My evaluation and analysis of character/role and the interpretation of these is 

in detail and is perceptive.  I can comment on the impact and effect of this as 
an audience member 

 A perceptive and detailed final analysis and evaluation of my individual 

contribution and the overall final performance. I can comment on the impact 
and effect of this as both a performer and an audience member 

 QWC – My written analyss shows an outstanding level of precise detail and 

links to other elements, with perceptive and detailed examples from the piece 

of practical work (own/peer/professional work) to support my comments. I 
am able to consistently comment on the impact these chocies have on the 

audience. A higher level of detail is included when evaluating the impact on 
the audience.  

9 

 C - I am able to contribute innovative and outstanding ideas that are highly 

imaginative and developed to a constistnetly high level. My individual 

contributions are significant throughout the creating and rehearsal process, 
leading and listening to others supporting them to achieve their best potential 

 D – I can direct ideas at a consistently outstanding level maintaining focus 

and confidence to implement  a range of complex techniques autonomously 
throughout the rehearsal process.  

 R – I can respond to a stimulus with a consistenly outstanding range of 

imaginative and engaging ideas that shape a performance 

 U – I have a consistently outstanding understanding of how to develop and 

refine my ideas, drawing on a wide range of complex and diverse techniques, 
practitioners and style/genres to communicate meaning and symbolism, using 

technical theatre to enhance my performance 
 I have exceptional knowledge of all Drama elements and dveleop my practice 

continuously through further research 

 Artistic intentions are entirely achieved.  

 I display natural flair, creativity and talent in performances.  

 My characters enchant, engage and excite the audience.   

 I am proactive, completing all of the above to an exceptional level using an 

extensive range. 

  I am an independent and reflective learner, showing high levels of 

determination and drive to improve my performance and others. 

 My analytical and evaluation skills are outstanding and I can comment on the 

effects of the successful and unsuccessful aspects of performance 

 My evaluation and analysis of character/role and the interpretation of these is 

in detail and is perceptive.  I can comment on the impact and effect of this as 
an audience member 

 A perceptive and detailed final analysis and evaluation of my individual 

contribution and the overall final performance. I can comment on the impact 
and effect of this as both a performer and an audience member 

 QWC – My written analyss shows an outstanding level of precise detail and 

links to other elements, with perceptive and detailed examples from the piece 

of practical work (own/peer/professional work) to support my comments. I 
am able to consistently and articulartely comment on the impact these 

chocies have on the audience.  

 

 


